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Abstract. Sketches are introduced as presentations of many-sorted algebraic theories and data 
types are described as initial algebras for such sketches. A construction AtofB is described where 
At is a suitably structured sketch and B is a sketch. In this construction each operation from At 
operates on all the sorts of B. Many examples are given. The two main theoretical results are the 
theorem about the tensor product 0 for structured sketches uch that Atof( B+ofC) = ( AtO B+)ofC 
(Theorem 3.17), and the “homomorphism” theorem 4.2 which describes the operation of structured 
sketches on the fibred category of ali models of all sketches. 
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Introduction 
In this paper a data type means an initial algebra for a many-sorted algebraic 
theory. Examples of data type cmstructors are constructions such as sTRINGsof- 
DIGITS, ARRAYSOfBOOL, SETSOfiNT, STACKSOfC..=u., WA* etc. In genera! if ,4 and B are 
data types, then we want to describe a new data type “AofB” ( will have to have 
certain extra properties for this to be defined). We consider this as a data type 
constructor since this construction will be functorial in and in B. In particul 
there will be a functor “Aof,” which can be evaluated for any other data type 
Parametric data types are treated in detail in [6] via a pushout construction. The 
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construction here is quite different. The intention is that each operation from one 
data type should operate on all the sorts from the other. ’ 
This construction for data types is of course determined by a corresponding 
construction for many-sorted algebraic theories. There are several ways to describe 
algebraic theories. Such a theory is a straightforward generalization of a (l-sorted) 
Lawvere-type algebraic theory (cf. [2,20,22]). From a practical standpoint and for 
purposes of constructions, one is more interested in methods for describing presenta- 
tions of such theories. In theoretical computer science one popular method is via 
a specification (cf. [6]). The kinds of theories of specifications with which we will 
be concerned will have basic sorts, product sorts (and possibly equalizer and pullback 
sorts), operations (which are mappings betwee‘n sorts), and equations between 
composed operations. The only language that treats data types with all of this 
structure (as far as we know) is 0BJ2 (cf. [lo]). This paper, as well as earlier papers 
by Goguen and Meseguer, has influenced the development of this work. 
In category theory, over 15 years ago, Ehresmann [4] developed a different method 
of presenting very general kinds of theories using sketches. This method, in a modified 
form, has been adopted by Barr and Wells [l] for theoretical purposes, but their 
description is very similar to diagrams that arc found in Thatcher, Wagner and 
Wright [23]. A thorough discussion with many references to the Ehresmann theory 
can be found in the Synopsis and Comments ections written by Ehresmann in Part 
IV of Ehresmann’s collected works [7]. In particular, the general theory is described 
in great detail in Lair [19], and there is considerable current research going on in 
this field. There is also, of course, considerable research being done by theoretical 
computer scientists. In p;&ular, [ 181 is a bibliography consisting of 870 relevant 
’ references up to 1983. 
However, it is the similajty between the diagrams in Thatcher et al. [23] and 
those in Barr and Wells that %ed to the present paper. Thus we begin with a description 
of sketches as they are developed by Barr and Wells plus comments on the relations 
with specifications and syntax of programming languages. A discussion of some of 
the advantages of sketches over specifications will be found in Remark 1.5. Then 
we describe a sequence of examples of increasing complexity leading up to the 
construction Ao where is a structured sketch, and B a sketch. There are 
categories 91 of sketches and Spt~ of structured sketches, and -of- is a functor from 
94% x 94 to 5@. It turns out that 504 is a monoidal category via a tensor product 0, 
and that -of- is an operation of this monoidal category on %; i.e., there is a natural 
isomorphism 
The construction of the category &d(A) of models of a sketch determines a functor 
&rl(-) : 9%+ %‘dF, where %H denotes the category of small categories. Thus, 
using the Grothendieck construction, it determines a fibred category 8&d over YX 
The constructions of- determine a ‘homomorphism’ of the monoidal 
category 94% into the ‘monoid’ of endomorphisms of this fibration. The values of 
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this homomorphism are called Wa type constructors. This heavy dose of theory is 
lightened by an explicit calculalion of an example of an iterated parametric data 
type; namely, sr?rsofsETsofNA-r, showing how the theoretical construction produces 
exactly all of the structural operations that belong to this moderately complicated 
data type. The point is that SETS has certain operations satisfying certain equations 
and so does NAT. sErsofNAT should inherit operations and equations from both. In 
particular, the operation ‘apply-successor-to-all’ on sets of natural numbers should 
arise automatically from the construction, and should satisfy the appropriate 
equations. sErsofsErsofNAT should have even more intricate derived operations. 
The construction described here has all of these properties. It remains to be seen 
if it can be implemented in some suitable data type language. 
1. Sketches (cf. Barr and Wells [l]) 
A directed graph G consists of a pair of functions from the set G, of arrows of 
G to the set GO of objects (or vertices) of G. The two functions are called ‘lid’ (for 
head) and ‘tl’ (for tail). If G is a directed graph, then one can talk about diagrams 
(of arrows) and cones over diagrams exactly as in a category (see Section 3 for a 
precise description). However, since there is no operation of composition, one 
cannot talk about commutative diagrams. 
1.1. Definitions. (i) A sketch is a 4-tuple A = ( GA, UA, DA, CA) where GA = 
( GAI, GAO, hd, tl) is a directed graph; UA : GAO + GA1 is a function assigning to 
Q A0 an arrow Q to a; DA is a collection of diagrams in GA; 
and CA is a collection of cones in GA. Note that each cone in CA is over some 
diagram which in general does not belong to DA. A is called an FP-sketch if all 
cones in CA are over finite discrete diagrams. (FP stands for ‘finite product’.) 
(ii) A homomorphism of sketches A + is a graph homomorphism h : GA + GB 
such that h 0 uA = Us 0 h, diagrams in DA are taken to diagrams in DB, and cones 
in CA are taken to cones in CB. 
(iii) 9%’ denotes the category of sketches and sketch homomorphisms. 
(iv) If % is a category, then the underlying sketch IS’1 of % is the sketch whose 
graph is the underlying graph of % and such that, for any object C E %‘, L$%l( C) = i+. 
Also, DIVl is the class of all commutative diagrams in %’ and Qi is the class of all 
limit cones in %. 
(v) A model (or representation) of a sketch category 95’ is a sketch 
homomorphism M : takes diagrams in DA to 
commutative diagrams in %, and M takes cones in CA to limit cones in s= 
(vi) A homomorphism of models ’ (in the same cate 
This is well defined since the codomain of 
) denotes the category of models of 
of such models. If %’ = Y%T’Y (the category of sets), then we write 
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(viii) A ‘functor’ F from a sketch A to a category Ce is a graph homomorphism 
from GA to the underlying graph of Ce such that F( U,&)) =idFfa) and F takes 
DA to commutative diagrams in %. Equivalently, if 
except that it has no cones (dc = ‘delete cones’), then a functor from 
and % is the same as a model of Adc in Ce. A homomorphism offunctors is a natural 
transformation as before. The category of functors and natural transformations is 
denoted [A, %‘I. We of course have that [A, %] = .44h&( A&. The obvious 
inclusion c+ A induces a full embedding of J&N&( A) in [A, Ce]. 
(ix) If h : A + B is a sketch homomorphism, then composition with h determines 
a functor h $ : 
Remarks. If X = FP (the class of finite product sketches), then this is proved 
in detail in [ 1, Chapter 4.3, Theorem 31. This is the case of ordinary, many-sorted 
alge Praic theories. If X = LE (the class of left exact sketches-sketches all of whose 
cones are over finite diagrams), then Barr and Wells state the corresponding result 
in [l, Chapter 4.4, Theorem 11. For a proof, see [9, 13, 191. This case corresponds 
to theories in which operations can be defined not only on products but also on 
equalizers of pairs of maps. In this way one obtains certain equational theories, 
Morn theories, and theories with partially defined operations where the domains of 
definition are specified by equalizers. 
In this discussion, ‘finite’ can be replaced by ‘less than cy’ for any regular ordinal 
cy. Thus one obtains the result for X = cy P (products of less than Q! factors) and 
X = cvLE (cones over diagrams with less than C;L! arrows) (cf. [9]). Ehresmann and 
his students have studied this question extensively (cf. [4,19]). This kind of result 
(i.e., the existence of a left adjoint) is also true for models of an FP-sketch in a 
complete, cocomplete; cartesian closed category as well as in other suitable com- 
plete, cocomplete, closed categories (cf. [S]). In particular it holds for the category 
%edom of predomains and continuous homomorphisms and for the category ~HZ,_ 
of domains and strict continuous homomorphisms. For more general kinds of 
sketches, see 112, 13, 14. 
In the examples given in the next section we will sometimes observe that h* h, = id. 
If this holds, then hN is called compktely persistent. If i: is 0~11y true for the initial 
object, then he is called persistent. It would be interesting to have a characterization 
of those h’s such that ta, is persistent (cf. [6,19]). 
that 
(sorts). A set of sorts for a small FP-sketch is a subset ST of GAO such 
(i) no object of S is a vertex of a cone in CA o*:er a discrete diagram in S; 
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(ii) every object not in S is a vertex of a cone in C, over a discrete diagram in S. 
Every small FP-sketch has a set of sorts, but such a set of sorts is not uniquely 
determined by the sketch. Once a set of sorts is chosen, then a sketch-with-a 
chosen-set-of-sorts i almost the same as a specification (cf. [6]). A specijication S 
is a triple (So 2, Eq) where S is a set of sorts, C is a set of operators, and Eq is a 
set of equations. Each operator o E C has a domain w = si x l l l x s,,, where 
Sl,*=*, s, E S* (the set of words in S), and a codomain SE S, so we can write 
V dr= L_lr: where Z,, is the set of operations with domain w and codomain s, and 
u denotz the coproduct (or disjoint union) of the sets &+,s for all w E S* and s E S. 
(In a sketch, operators are allowed whose codomains need not be singleton words 
in S and, if the sketch is not an FP-sketch, whose domains need not be products 
of sorts.) Given 2, one recursively constructs the set z of derived operations as the 
smallest set containing C and all expressions o( E, , . . . , Ii,), where Ei E 2 has 
domain Wi and codomain Si and w has domain s, x l l l x s,, and codomain s. The 
resulting expression has domain w, x l l l x w,, and codomain s (I: can also be 
described as the least fixpoint of a polynomial endofunctor on Y%Ys). From g one 
constructs a category whose objects are words in S* in which s1 x - l - x s, is the 
product of s1 through s,. Eq is a set of pairs of morphisms in this category with 
common domains and codomains. It corresponds to the set of diagrams in a sketch. 
The many-sorted algebraic theory T determined by a sketch A or a specification 9’ 
is the quotient category in which these diagrams are forced to commute or, respec- 
tively, these pairs of morphisms are identified. Models of the sketch or specification 
in ie correspond to finite-product-preserving functors from T to (8. Such functors 
are called algebras for the theory. The morphisms in T are called the algebraic 
expressions determined by the sketch or specification. Specifying the semantics for 
these algebraic expressions is the same as giving an algebra for the theory. 
1.5. Remarks (comparison j. Why should one use sketches instead of specifications? 
(i) Sketches are more homogeneous All objects are treated equally, so consruc- 
tions such as those considered in tliis paper do not consist of a list of special cases. 
If algebraic semantics are to be considered as providing an adequate description 
of types, then one must be able to carry out constructions like these and they must 
be as natural as possible. 
(ii) It is more powerful. Subsorts are not a special addition to the theory but 
have exactly the same status as product sorts. All l-lorn theories have presentations 
via sketches. If one allows cocones as well (which are not considered here, but are 
a simple extension of the theory), then a very broad class of theories have such 
presentations. In fact, there is no difficulty in considering sketches whit 
function space objects as well. Of course, Theore 
im . 
(iii) It is implementable, at least in principle. Graphs are familiar data types in 
computer science and the extra conditions for product and equalizer objects are 
easy to describe. 
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(iv) It is ‘user friendly’. Presenting a theory by a sketch naturally leads to drawing 
pictures such as those found in the next section which graphically and dramatically 
display the relationships between various operations. This is to be contrasted with 
the usual lists of operations and psssibly equations which frequently convey nothing 
at all to the human user. If nothing else, it is mu easier to spot errors in a diagram 
than in a list. Finally, the techniques of nami objects and arrows allow a large 
amount of essential but routine detail to be den from the user. This detail, 
however, can be expected to be an integral of any ‘normal form’ program 
associated with such a presented theory. 
es 
In these examples objects and arrows are denoted by lower case letters or by 
acronyms. For every object a, there is an arrow U(a) which is usually omitted from 
the picture of the graph. Product cones will be indicated by writing some object as 
a ‘product’ of others and labe!ing arrows as projections when necessary; i.e., 
a 
prl P’2 -axb-b. 
The empty 
takes it to 
product cone, or terminal object will always be denoted by 1. Any model 
the terminal set (the one element set) 
f: c + a and g : c + b are arrows in A and if there 
above, then [A g] : c + Q x b denotes an arrow in 
triangles are in DA: 
which is also denoted by 1. If 
is a product cone a x b in A as 
A such that the two following 
a 4 VI axb.P”w b 
If is a model of then M([_f; 81) = [M(f), (g)] where [M(fl,M(g)] is the 
unique map into the oduct M(a) x M(b) whose: components are M(f) and M(g). 
Similarly, if f: a + a’ and g : b + b’ are arrows in A and if there are product cones 
axbanda’xb’in then fx g : Q x b + U’X 6’ denotes an arrow in such that the 
two following rectangles are in DA: 
a’ 4 VI a’ x b’“- 6’ 
(f) x W(g). When we write [J; g] or f x g 
are included 
is the initial 
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2.1. Two trivial sketches 
Let Obj denote the sketch whose graph has one object, obj, and no arrows other 
than U(obj). There are no diagrams and no cones. For any category %‘, & ,,(Obj) = 
%‘. In particular, &&(Obj j s %W. Hence the data type Obj is the empty set 0. 
Similarly, 1 denotes the sketch whose graph has one object 1 and no arrows other 
than U(1). There are no diagrams, and only one (empty) (ione specifying that 1 is 
the terminal object. For any category Ce, .A%&( 1 is the category with 
a single object 1 and its identity map. In partic j is isomorphic to the 
full subcategory of 375’9 determined by the one-element set 1, so the initial object 
(or data type) 1 is the one-element set 1. 
2.2. The natural numbers 
Let Nat denote the sketch whose graph is 
create 
l- ?a 
endo 
n 
(omitting values of U as usual). There are no diagrams and only the empty product 
cone, denoted by 1. A model of Nat in %W is described by a diagram 
-‘cO f 
1-x-x. 
Here f is some endomorphism of X (i.e., function from X to X) and x0 is a constant 
element of X (since its domain is the one element set). 
A homomorphism of models is described by a commutative diagram 
Here (x0, f) and (yo, g) are models and h is a function such that h 0 x0 = y. (which 
says the same as h(x,) = yo) and h 0 f = g 0 h. The initial object in &ct( Nat) is given 
by the natural numbers with their usual Peano structure 
0 succ 
Nat: 1-N-N 
since, given any other model, then the Dedekind-Lawvere description of the natural 
numbers says that there is a unique map h making the diagram 
N-N 
commute (cf. [ 18j). ere is a ho or of sketches g : 
to n. Clearly, g* : hd( Nat) + SPW is given by g*( 1 + X + X) = X. The left adjoint 
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g, : 989 + &d( Nat) is given by 
g,(X)=1 ~“*in2L Nx(X+$=f- Nx(X+l). 
Here X + 1 denotes the coprod ct of X and 1 with injection maps 
X 
in, 
----3x+I 
in2 
4 -1. 
As usual, id deaiotes any identity map. Since one has g* 0 g#( X) = M x (X + l), g, 
is not persistent. Ii is a simple consequence of adjointness that left ad-joints preserve 
initial objects. observe hete that g&Ibj) = Nat; i.e., 
g,(id)=l+N-+N 
2.3. The plus-natural numbers 
at+ denote the sketch whose graph is shown in Fig. 1 together with the three 
extra arro’vs in the diagrams below, the empty product cone 1 and the product cone 
prl 
create ende 
l-n-n 
v 
-nxn 
Fig. I. 
n x n. There are three diagrams: the two triangles and the rectangle in the two 
diagrams below. 
he data type Nat’ is the natural numbers with the usual operation of addition 
The two triangles beEow just say that 0 + x == x = x + 0, while the rectangle represents 
the equation x +succ(y) = succ(x + y). The yna!ogue of g+ in Example 2.2 is more 
complicated here. The obvious sketch homomorphism from Nat to Nat’ is persistent 
but not completely persistent. 
[CrC.W. (‘IC)) ( 3 I rt 1. cre‘8re 1 
n -nxn-n 
n 
t~lnlxendo 
nxn - nxn 
2.4. Sets of datn 
This example, which will be developed into our main example, is adapted from 
[ 151. The sketch e to begin with has a graph that looks like 
create insert 
I---------, sf--------dxs-d. 
Prz Prl 
A model therefore looks like 
create insert 
r-------3sN DxS- D. 
fv ph 
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The idea is that D is some set of data and S is a set of subsets of D. ‘Create’ names 
an element of S, thought of as the empty subset of 13, and insert( 4 D’), where d E D 
and D’c 0, is a new subset given by adjoining d to D’. However, the indicated 
graph with two product cones is too simple-minded to support this intuition. If D 
is fixed, then this sketch actually describes lists of elements in D. What is needed 
is a suitable collection of diagrams to express the equations satisfied by insert. In 
the fol!owing diagr;ar,:s, A = [id, id]: d + d x d is the ‘diagonal’ map, and tw = 
[pr2, pr,] : d x d + d x d is the ‘twist’ map that interchanges the two factors. The 
extra diagrams for Se are the following two: 
s 
dx 
dx 
These diagrams force the following two equations in any model: 
insert( 4 insert( d, D’)) = insert(d, D’), 
insert( 4 insert( d’, D’)) = insert( d’, insert( 4 II’)). 
Thus, the actual graph for Se is as shown in Fig. 2. There are four product cones 
and, it turns out, 12 diagrams to describe the various arrows and to state the 
equations. However, in further work with Se, we will suppress this extra structure 
and just use the original figure at the beginning of this example for simplicity. 
tw xlJ(s)(-j tw (-) 
dxdxs dxd 
create 
l-s 
insert x U(s) 
insert 
Tb’ui.)pr,( 1 jpr* 
;dxs- d 
pr2 prl 
Fig. 2. 
There is a homomorphism of sketchesf: 
functor .f * : AfLd( e) + 92W is given by 
+ Se given byf(ob,j) = d. The induced 
j-*(1-§Z=DxS-- D)=D 
and the left adjoint f# : %W+ hd( 
f#dX)=lA insert 9;-fX) i I- 
w2 Prl 
Here Pf( X) is the set of finite subsets of X, 4) is the empty set and insert@, X’) = (x) u 
X’. Sincef” o&(X) = X, one has thatf, is persistent. As usual, left adjoints preserve 
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initial objects, so the initial object Se of &&Se) is given by 
Se=f#@=(l* lZ0*0). 
2.5. Augmented sets of data 
A more detailed version sort to 
graph in Example 2.4. The for augSe is given in Fig. The 
xsp’r 
I in 
V 
I;- -- 
d 
xb 
Fig. 3. 
idea is that in(d, D’) = t if and only if d E 6)‘. In order to guarantee that the free 
models satisfy this, one has to add more equations; i.e., more product cones and 
diagrams. The crucial two diagrams are the following: 
JxC:I*t 
dxs-- 
d xd XSliIdlxl.lbeltd xs 
d 
[U~d~,crcate!] 
-.-dxs 
Here, ! denotes a unique arrow in aagSe with codomain 1 for each object. The two 
diagrams express the equations inid, insert(d, D’)) = t and in(d, 0) = f in any model. 
Since it takes another diagram with two regions to describe [ U(d), create !], these 
conditions add four diagrams. Similarly, by adding cones for b x 6 x & and b x b x b >(: 
t together with a finite number of diagrams, one can guarantee for any model .M 
that N(b) is a Boolean algebra. The initial object augSe in .bd(augSe) is given 
by adjoining the two-element Boolean algebra 2 to the initial object Se at the end 
al” Example 2.4. 
This example can be developed further by adding an equality predicate for d. To 
do this we need a cone to describe d x d and an arrow eq: d x d + b. Then, using 
general finite limits instead of just finite products, we add an object and an arrow 
[p, , p2] : e -+ d x d together with a cone saying this arrow is the equalizer of eq and 
t! (where ! 1s the unique arrow from d x d to 1). Thus, in a model M, one has that 
M(e) is a subobject of M(d) x M(d) whose characteristic function is M( eq). Finally, 
we want to force that e represents an equivalence relation. This can be done by 
adding an object r and a cone saying that r is the pullback of p2 and p1 together 
with three extra arrows x: d + e, y : e + e, Z: r+ e and four appropriate diagrams. 
Once we have this equivalence relation, we can add a large diagram which expresses 
the equation in(x, insert(y, X’j) = eq(x, y) v in& ‘). Note that there is no way that 
we can 
require 
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guarantee that ly equality in a model. For that, we have to 
that the equalizer of eq and t ! is the diagonal for d. 
2.6. Sets of mtural numbers 
We now want to consider sets of data where the data fi have trk:a structure oi the 
natural numbers. We want a cons!ruction that will force the corresponding 9’to 
have the analogous tructure for sets of natural numbers. 0f course, this structure 
is yet to be specified. The first guess is that one should inve,,&ate models of Se in 
&k(Nat) and hope that ths catego e) is isomorphic to the category 
of models of some new sketch “Seo In terms of algebraic thecaries, 
this is true and well known, It !eads to the tensor product of theories as described 
in [S] for single-sorted algebraic theories, and in [19] for many-sorted theories. 
Unfortunately, if one calculates this tensor product for Se and Nat, then it turns 
out not to be what one wants at all; namely, the empty set and (0) have to coincide. 
However, if one looks at models M of Se in [Nat, 923-j (cf. Definition l.l(viii)) 
such that only (d) is a model of Nat, then one gets a more reasonable result. 
Such a model ooks like the following diagram: 
L I 
1 
create, 
B- 
create, 
P 
h I 
insen, 
- 
rXad 
The left-hand side of this picture records that M is a model of e in [Nat, ygrl. 
The top row is the simplified sketch for Se, and underneath each entry 
showing the value of the mode!. M at that entry. Since M is a model, 
terminal object in [Nat, st the constant functor equal to 1. Since 
M(d) is assumed to be t has the form 1 + j? + D. 0n the other 
hand, M(s) is just some functor from to YEX, so it to preserve 
I; thus it looks like So+ is a model, so (d) x M(s), 
which says that the third column is the product of the second and fourth columns. 
(The extra structure in the actual sketch of 
preserves products.) Since 
transformations, all rectan commute serially. 
this large diagram can be regarded a.s a mo 
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which basically looks like 
except, of course, that the two copies of 1 should be identified. As in the sketch for 
Se, there are actually extra products and a number of equations besides those 
indicated by the diagram. 
There is a homomorphism of sketches g : Nat + SeofNat determined by the distin- 
guished object “d”, given by g( 1 + n + n) = (l+ d + d). In this case the left adjoint 
g, : A.d(Nat) + Ad(SeofPiat) can be calculated in a simple fashion. Letf# : BW+ 
&&(Se) be the left adjoint calculated in Example 2.4. Then, for any model A4 of 
Nat, g,(M) is calculated as follows: consider 
Nat 5 95ET 
f# 
- A!d(Se) L, [Se, YiW]. 
. 
By exponential adjointness, this can be rewritten as Se + [Nat, 9%Y] and this is the 
desired g,(M); i.e., g#( M) is calculated by applying f# to each value of M. Again, 
as a left adjoint, g, preserves intial objects, so the initial object of &d(SeofNat) 
is SeofNat = g,(Nat), which looks like 
(I 
\ 
p;t 
insert 
(1) r---l 
1 
Pr; 
P,(O) 
insen 
NJ -N 
I 
F 2 
P, (SUCC) 
insert 
NJ -N 
T 
PI(*)- 
1 ox P,(O) 
Pf( N) pr, 
J succ x P,(succ) 
P,< N) pr, 
1 
0 I 
N 
1 WCC 
N 
Here each row is f# applied to the corresponding entry in Nat. The map 
Pf(SUCC) : PJ( Iv) + Pf( Iv) is forced by the initiality condition. It can of course be 
described as ‘apply succ to all’ which, on reflection, is exactly the desired result. 
Note that here g, is completely persistent although f# is not. It will not always be 
so easy to calculate g,. What we learn from this example is that in constructing 
must at least have a distinguished object uo. 
2.7. Sets of pltts-natural numbers 
+ is almost the same as that for 
is an extra row: 
except that there 
l-+s,z=dxdxs,-+dxd 
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with three maps to the center row of corresponding to the two projections 
and ‘sum’. The data type SeofNat’ is calculated as before and consists of SeofIVat 
together with an extra row: 
l+Pf(NxN) i-NxNxP/(NxN)+NxN 
mapping to the center row of Seo at. The crucial map is 
Pf(sum) : Pf( N x N) + Pf( N) 
whose value on any finite subset X of N x N is the set of all sums of pairs in X. 
Instead of Pj (N x N), one might have expected Pf( N) x Pf( N), i.e., instead of finite 
subsets of pairs of elements of N, one might have had pairs of finite subsets of N. 
However, initiality forces the choice of Pf( N x N). Of course, there is a canonical 
embedding of Pf( N) x Pf( N) in Pf( N x N) and one can restrict attention to this 
subset if one wishes. 
2.8. Natural numbers of Sets 
As a tour de force we calculate the sketch Nsctsf§e. We want to consider models 
of Nat in [Se, 9’8FJ. The only possible choice for a distinguished object in Nat = 
(1 + n -) n) is n itself, so, in such a model, n has to be taken to a model of Se. Thus 
we get a picture that looks like 
Nat * [Se, %m] . . 
1 1 -1 71-l 
n 1 
create 
MS DxS-----w D 
n 1 
create 
k I i”sert 
es DxS- D 4 
This figure is reflected in the diagonal from the similar figure in Example 2.6, so it 
looks similar to that figure. The sketch for Nat is now the left-hand vertical column. 
A-4, being a model of Nat, takes 1 to the constant functor 1 and, by prescription, 
takes n to a model of Se. In this picture, names of projection maps are omitted, 
and all maps from 1 to 1 are the unique such constant map. The commutativity and 
serial commutativity of this diagram says that 
a, = create = hs 0 create = inse.rt 0 [UP, a,] = hs 0 as 
= insert 0 ( hD x h,) 0 [ aD, a,! 
Thus one gets a sketch ooks as shown in Fig. 4 where eve 
commutes or serially co utes. There is an obvious sketch homomorphism 
e inducing h,: ) but it cannot be calculat 
the left adjoint g, : %iW-, y ) in Example 2.2, analogously to what was done 
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sf-----dxs- d 
1 
s ‘-, dxs - d 
Fig. 4. 
in Example 2.6. In fact, h, is rather complicated to write down in general but the 
initia! object NatofSe = h&Se) is given by Fig. 5. (Note that it is constant in the 
parameter.) This h, is not persistent. What we learn from this example is that AofB 
is different from 
1 1 succ 1 succ 
1 :N-N 
id 
Fig. 5. 
2.9. Sets of Sets 
A model M of Se in [Se, YW] such that M(d) is a model of Se looks like the 
following picture: 
4 
St?: 1-s dxs- d 4 
M 
IQ”_ 1 
1 - 6 =--_(DxS)xE,-DXS 
c 
. 
1 - 6, o DxE,-D. 
This picture has the same orientation and conventions as the first picture in Example 
2.6. The top row is the graph for Se, and M takes each object of Se to a functor 
e to %W. By hypothesis, (d) is a model of e, while M(s) is just a functor. 
Thus there are two extra values indicated in the picture; namely, E2 = dxd) 
and E3 = (d x d x d), as well as morphisms t at are not determined by e data 
given in this picture. As before, the third column is the product of the second and 
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fourth columns. Note that each horizontal family defining a natural transformation 
commutes with all appropriate vertical maps. It is clear what the sketch e 
looks like and we believe that the data type SeofSe is given by the following picture: 
1 -2 4 1x2-- 1 
2.10. Augmented sets of natural numbers 
This data type is essentially like Example 2.6, except that, as in Example 2.5, 
augSe includes the Boolean sort b. If we consider models A4 of augSe in [Nat, Y’W], 
then M(b) is clearly special. We do not want it to be a model of Nat or an arbitrary 
functor from Nat to 933. Rather, we want it always to be a fixed Boolean algebra 
(usually the two-element one.) Thus, we want M(b) to be a constant functor from 
Nat to 93%. Such a model of augSe in [Nat, Y’W] looks as shown in Fig. 6 plus, 
lxSo- 
1 
DxS, - 
DxS, - 
BxB 
1 
1 
D 
D 
Fig. 6. 
of course, the extra structure from the actual sketch As usual, there is a 
sketch map g : Na augSeofNat inducing g, as before. ore interestingly, there is 
a sketch map h: 001 v 1 Nat + augSeo 001 v I Nat denotes the wedge 
product of the sketches 001 (for Boolean algebras) and Xat. ?iie wedge product 
just means the coproduct with the two terminal objects, 1, identified. Clearly, 
Thus the intial object of .kd(a 
at = h,(Bool, Nat), 
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where Boo1 is the initial Boolean algebra (i.e., the two-element one.) Here h, is 
persistent, so augSeofNat looks like SeofNat equipped with the obvious predicate 
in : N x Pf( N) + Boo1 in which in@, X) = true iff x e X. Note that, since Boo1 is 
constant, in(x, X) = true iff in(succ(x), P’(succ)( X)) = true (a result that is forced 
naturality). What we learn from this example is that in order to construct 
must not only have a distinguished object ao, but it must also have a specified 
subset Gk,c GAO of objects which are intended to be constant in the graph of Aof 
2.11. Right cancellation monoids 
This final example shows how equalizers are related to Horn clauses. The sketch 
for a monoid is given by two arrows, e: I+ m and p : m x m + m together with the 
obvious diagrams saying that p is associative with e as left and right unit. To force 
the models to be right cancellation monoids, let pij: m x m x m + m x m be the 
projection onto the ith and jth factors for 1 s is j s 3 (specified by the obvious 
diagrams). Add objects and arrows to get the following picture: 
r eq p/9, \ mxmxm- 
911 I Pa: 
, pTJm 
mxm 
+ + ml 
m Amxm- m 
The two triangles involving 91 and 92 belong to the chosen diagrams and there is 
a cone saying that eq is the equalizer of 91 and 92. (Note that the ‘diagonal’ arrow 
d is automatically taken to the equalizer of pr, and pr2 by any model so we do not 
have to require it to be an equalizer, but we could do so if we wanted to.) Finally, 
the crucial ingredient is the arrow 9. and the requirement hat the square it is in is 
a chosen diagram. This says that p 12o eq factors through the diagonal arrow A. In 
any model M, 
The existence of ( 90) says that p12( M( r)) c A( M( m)); i.e., that for all (x, y, z) E 
M( r), one has x = y. Hence, M(m) is a right cancellation monoid. In general, an 
equation like xz = yz corresponds to an equalizer in a sketch and a conjunction of 
such equations corresponds to a pullback (= intersection) of equalizers. An implica- 
tion corresponds to a factorization of one equalizer (or intersection of equalizers) 
through another equalizer, as in this example. 
The preceding exa 
needed on namely, an object a, and a subs 
extra structure is 
se have to satisfy 
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yet been clarified. For instance: 
cone in GA; 
some conditions that have not 
(a) a0 is not the vertex of a 
(b) ao@ GL,; 
has a terminal object 1, then 1 E Gao; 
(d) an object a E G’ A0 is the vertex of a cone in CA iff all of the objects of the 
base of that cone are in Gk,. 
In order to describe the precise conditions and construct with the desired 
properties, it seems best to proceed in a more general framework by developing the 
theory of sketches somewhat. In outline, we will do the following: 
(i) Construct a category of structured sketches which contains the above struc- 
tures as a subcategory and so is somewhat more general than necessary for present 
purposes. 
(ii) Describe the tensor product A@ for sketches and identify its models. 
(iii) Describe how to weaken a sk h by removing cones and identify the 
corresponding models. 
(iv) Describe the quotient of a sketch by a congruence and identify its models. 
Actually, these steps will be done in reverse. order. Then, given all of these construc- 
tions, AofB will be constructed as a quotient of a weakening of where the 
weakening and the congruence are determined by a suitable pair of subsketches of 
A. This pair constitutes the appropriate structure on A. 
In order to describe these constructions we shall have to be more precise in our 
treatment of graphs. If G is a graph, then the two maps from G, to Go will be 
denoted by hd (for head) and tl (for t ). A diagram 6 in a graph G is a graph 
homomorphism from an ‘index’ graph to G; i.e., a pair of functions (So, 6,) so 
that the diagram 
Q 6, G, 
hd tl 
II 
h 11 
serially commutes (i.e., the “hd” arrows commute with So and S1 as do the “tl” 
arrows.) A cone y in a graph G is a diagram from an ‘index’ graph 0, constructed 
from a graph D by adding an object v and an arrow from v to each object of D. 
If y : DV + G is such a cone, then ~1 D : D + G is called the base diagram of the cone 
and y(v) is called the vertex of the cone. Note that, in a sketch ,if y:D,-,GAis 
a cone and cy E D, is an arrow in the base of the cone, then the diagram 
Y(V) 
/ / 
always belongs to 
y(tl(ef! y(a)_l_ y(hd(a)) 
ce relations ho 
and -1 on Go and G1 respectively such that QC -1 /3 implies hd( (w ) -O hd(P) and 
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tl( a) -o tl(P). The quotient graph is denoted by G/- ~6th projection homomorph- 
ismp:G+G/-. 
(ii) Let A be a sketch and let - be a graph congruence on GA. Two diagrams 
6,s’ : D + GA are called congruent if, for all i E Do, 6,(i) -o 6;(i) and, for all cy E D, , 
w4 -1 &(a). Since cones are special diagrams, this also describes a congruence 
of cones. 
(iii) Let A be a sketch. A graph congruence - on @A is called a &et& congruence 
if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) if Q and a’ are objects of GA with a -o a’, then &(a) -l U,(a); 
(b) any diagram congruent to a diagram in DA belongs to DA; 
(c) any cone congruent to a cone in CA belongs to CA; 
(d) Two cones are congruent iff their base diagams are congruent. 
(iv) Let A be a sketch and let - be a sketch congruence. Then A/- denotes the 
sketch with graph GA/- such that UA, _ ([ a]) = [ UA( a)] (square brackets denote 
equivalence classes). The diagrams of A/- are all diagrams of the form p 0 6 where 
6 E DA9 and the cones are all cones of the form p 0 y where y E CA. As above, 
p : GA + G,J - yields a homomorphism of sketches p : A + A/ -. 
3.2. Proposition. If - is a sketch congruence on a sketch A, then p : A + Al- is a 
sketch homomorphism and 
p*:&ed(A/‘-)+.&d(A) 
is an isomorphism of Jbd(Al-) with the full subcategory of &d(A) consisting of 
models which are constant on congruence classes; i.e., models M E .hd( A) such that 
a -o a’ implies M(a) = M(a)) and ar hl cy’ implies M(a) = M(cY’). 
Proof. Clear. Condition (iii)(d) is needed to insure that implied isomorphisms are 
actual identities. cl 
3.3. Definition. A sketch A’ is called weaker than a sketch A if A and A’ have the 
same graphs, the same functions U, and the same sets of diagrams, but CA’= CA; 
e., A’ has possibly fewer cones than A. 
. Proposition. If ’ is weaker than A, then there are inclusions of categories 
Ad(A) = hbd(A’) c [ 
oof. The second inclusion says that a model or A’ is the same as a functor from 
to 54EF which preserves exactly the cones in CA*. The first inclusion is induced 
the obvious inclusion &etch homomorphism 
. Let and be sketches. Then 
0’ = (GAO’B, b@'B, DAO'B, CAO'B) 
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is the sketch described as follows: 
(i) GMBO = GAO x Gso; i.e., objects of GAoeB are pairs (a, b) where a E GAO and 
b E GBO. Similarly, GAOVBl c GA, x GB, and is given by the set 
i-e., GAooBI consists of all pairs of the forms (f, Us( 6)) where f~ GA,, b E GBO, and 
(&(/A), g) where a E G A(), g E G,, . The heads and tails of arrows are given by the 
following descriptions: iff: a + a’, then (A UB( 6)) : (a, 6) + (a’, 6); if g : b + b’, then 
( uA(d, 8) : (a, b, + ta, 6’). 
6) UAO&, b, = ( UA(a), b(b))- 
(iii) The diagrams in DABeB are given as follows: (a) If 6 : D + GA is a diagram 
in DA and b E GBO, then [S, ‘6’1: D + GABrB belongs to DAoeB. Here ‘6’: D + GB 
denotes the constant graph homomorphism with (‘b’),(i) = b for all i E Do and 
(‘b’)l(a) = u,(b) for all Q! E. D,. Square brackets denote maps into products with * 
given components, so [6, ‘6’1: D + GA x GB and is easily seen to lie in the subgraph 
G A@‘B = GA x Gg . 
(b) Similarly, if S : D + GB belongs to DB and a E GAO, then [‘a’, 61: D + GAatB 
belongs to DAmeB. 
(c) For ali f~ GA1 and gE GB1, the diagram 
(I. f-‘“(hl) 
(a, W - (a’, W 
1 (U,(rr ). RI 
(a, b’) (1. fI,lh’)l * (a’, 6’) 
belongs to DAoeB. 
(iv) The cones in CABeB are of two kinds: 
(a) If 7 E CA and b E CBO, then [ 7, ‘6’1 E CAo#B. 
(b) If a E GAO and y E CB, then [‘a’, y] E CAm*p. 
This completes the description of A O’B. 
3.6. Proposition. 
categor_y with the 
(ii) There is a 
Proof. Part (i) is 
(i) l7re tensor product 0’ makes % into a symmetric monoidal 
trivial sketch Qbj as unit. 
natural isomorphism &d(AO’ ) = kd.tbd( s)( 
evident (cf. [8]). We briefly sketch the correspondence in part (ii). 
%&‘Y be a model. Note that for each a E GA(. there is a sketch 
homomorphism ia : taking 6 to (a, 6) and g to (&.:,a), g). 
each aEGAO, Moi,: + 975’9 is a model of Clearly, by Definition 3S(iii)(c), 
if f: Q + a’ is an arrow in GA,, then (f, -): iW 0 ia + M 0 i,* is a ho 
of models, so M determines a grap 
diagrams in DA go to commutative diagra determines an object 
)]. Finally, since limits in Y%%valued functor categories are computed 
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object-wise, cones in CA are taken to limit cones in JUod( 1 (cf. Who Mdeterm1nes 
an object of JH.A_,,~~(~, ). This correspondence between objects extends to a functor 
which gives the desired isomorphism. Cl 
emarks. The trouble with this construction is if IA is a terminal object 
in A, then every object ( 1 A, b) in A @% is also termi o models take all these 
objects to (possibly different) one-element sets. The e thing happens if has a 
terminal object. This is not a serious problem, but it is tly and would complicate 
the construction of Ao if not dealt with. This problem does not arise in Freyd’s 
description of the tensor product of l-sorted theories in [S] since a pair (m, n) in 
our description is identified with mn in his description, and thus all objects of the 
form (0, n) or (m, 0) are identified with 0. 
nition (cf. Lair [ 191). Let A and be sketches. Then A@ B is the quotient 
by the congruence generated by the following equivalences: 
(i) If there is a terminal object 1A in A, then, for all objects b, 6’ and arrows g, 
g’ in GB, 
(IA,@ -dlA,b’) and (u,(1A),g) -a tu,(1A),g’)* 
(ii) If there is a terminal object 1 B in 5, then, for all objects a, Q’ and arrows JJ’ 
in GA, 
(a, 1~) -da’, 1~) and (f; Lls(ld) -l (f, &Al,)). 
Note that if both sketches have terminal objects, then all of these objects are identified 
with ( lA, 1 B) and all of these arrows are identified with ( uA( lA s, &( 1 B)). Thus 
this is a form of a smash product. 
roposition. &d ( A 0 
roof. There is an obvious 
induced by the projection p 
ence of categories &d( A@’ )w&d(A@B) 
etch is an injective homomorphism of sketches. 
is called full if: 
(a) GA’ is a full subgraph of GA; i.e., an arrow in GA1 between (images of) objects 
in G is (the image cf) an arrow in GAt, . 
(b) If 6: + GA’ is a diagram satisfying j 0 6 E 4, then 6~ A’ l 
(c) If y : D, + GA is a cone satisfying j 0 “y E CA, then y E CAn. 
Cd) Let y be a cone in CA. Then the vertex of y is in (the image of) GAe iff the 
base diagram of y is (the image of) a diagram in GA’. 
. (i) A structured sketch is a trip1 “) consisting of a 
with B and two full subsketches ’ and ” whose intersection is 1. 
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(ii) A homomorphism of structured sketches is a commutative diagram of sketch 
homomorphisms: 
A’: A’ - A a-< A” 
h’ 
B’: B’ B c-------< B” 
(iii) 9% denotes the category of structured sketches and homomorphisms. 
(iv) An Obj-structured sketch is one of the form: 
At:Obj+l+A*A”. 
(v) A homomorphism h : At + bj-structured sketches is one which satisfies 
h’ = id : Obj+ I+ Obj + 1. Thus if j(obj) = u. (where j is the homomorphism from 
Obj + 1 to A) and similarly for bO, then h (a,) = b,. 
(vi) 6&$% denotes the category of Obj-structured sketches and homomorphisms. 
It is a nonfull subcategory of 9%. 
3.12. Examplew (i) The definition of an tbj-structured sketch means that 0 
has two objects, obj and 1, and no arrows except for the values of U. Now 
j: Obj+ 1 + A is a full subsketch precisely when u. is not the vertex of any cone in 
C,+ The connection with the conditions at the beginning of this section is as follows: 
if GXo is a subset of GAO satisfying the conditions there and if ” is the subsketch 
of A generated by taking all arrows of A between objects of Gh, and all diagrams 
of DA and all cones of CA consisting of such arrows, then A” is a full subsketch. 
Thus these earlier conditions correspond exactly to giving an bj-structured sketch. 
(ii) The inclusion &d(A) + [A, XW] is a full subsketch. 
(iii) Let K : ISPW-, [A, YET] be the functor taking each set X to the constant 
functor from A to Y&T with value X. Then K is a full subsketch. 
3.13. Definition. (i) A structured model of a structured skete:h ’ over a sketch 
is a homomorphism of structured sketches: 
(ii) A homomorphism of structured models is a natural transfor 
such a homom 
enotes the category of structured models of 
homomorphisms of such models. 
and 
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3.14. Examples. (i) A structured model of an Obj-structured sketch At over 
model M of A in [B, SW] such that M (a,) is a model of and Ma”) is a constant 
functor from to SC%‘3 for all a’ in A”. Thus it is exactly the kind of model we 
considered in the examples in Section 2. 
(ii) There are other kinds of structured sketches that are of interest. If 
the form A + A + 1, then a structured model of ,A’ over is given by a model M 
Y%‘T] that factors through &d( ). In this case, 
)-~~~d(B)(A)‘=~~(AOB). 
(iii) If At is a structured sketch of the form 1+ A + A, then a structured model 
of At over is given by a model M of A in [B, 9%‘9] that factors through sP8.7; 
i.e., it is just a model of A in 3%~ In this case, 
(iv) For a gener;la structured sketch ;“..’ : A’+ A e A” there is a functor 
P: ~‘&H~uI!(A~, B) + .&&(A’@ B) x &a?(A”) taking M to the pair (M’, M”), where 
M’ and M” are the restrictions of M to A’ and A’ respectively. As in Example 2.10, 
we vwant his to be induced by a sketch homomorphism so that it will have a left 
adjoint (see Proposition 3.18). 
heeorem. (i) If At is a structured sketch and B a sketch, then there is a sketch 
uch that spt,.&~~(A’, B) = M.&( A’ofB). 
(ii) ?%e construction _of_ determines afunctor 
-of- : spit, x 9x + 94. 
(iii) There are sketch homomorphisms A’@ B + A *ofB + A” which are natural in At 
and and which describe a lifting of _of_ to 9%~ 
Proof. (i): Begin by forming AO’B. Then weaken AO’B by removing from CAG a 
all cones of the form (‘a’, y) where a is not an object of A’ and y is a cone in B. 
Finally, form the quotient of this sketch by the congruence constructed as follows: 
given an object a’ or an arrow $’ of A”, then, for all pairs (6, 6’) of objects or pairs 
(g, g’) of arrows of fl, we require that 
an d 
(a”, 6) -o (a”, b’), ( KW)9 d 7 ( V&f’), g’) 
(f’, u,W) -1 w’, u,W)* 
is, the weakening of collapsed to a sketch isomorphic 
‘. Finally, if there is a then all objects (a, 1 B) for a E A’ 
are identified wit3 (1 A, 1,) and all arrows (f; U,( le) for f~ A’ are identified with 
(UA(lA), IJB( 1 )). Graphically, the result for objects looks as shown in Fig. 7. The 
darker lines in icate the subset that is collapsed to (1 A, 1 n ). There are, of course, 
possibly arrows between different regions in this picture. The conditions for a full 
subsketch guarantee that this equivalence relation is a congruence, so the quotient 
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B 
'B 
I 
B’ 
Fig. 7. 
sketch AtofB is well defined. Note that all ‘horizontal’ cones from A remain in the 
weakened AO’B and hence in AtofB. Thus a mo&l of i.e., a model of the 
weakened A O’B which is constant on equivalence classes, can be regarded as a 
model of A in [B, Y%‘Y] (by the usual Srocedure of converting a functor of two 
variables to a functor of one variable whose values are functors of the other variable) 
which takes objects of ’ to models of B in 9%X Hence, 9WU(At, 
.&U(AtofB). 
From the construction (and the picture) it is evident hat there are full subcategories 
A’OB + AtofB + A” which intersect at the terminal object, represented by the 
equivalence class [ 1 A, 1 *]. The functorial properties of A’s are simple to describe. 
If k : B-, B’ is a sketch homomorphism then Atofk : A’o ’ is the sketch 
hoimomorphism defined by A$ofk([a, b]) = [a, k(b)], A’ofk([ l&(a), g]) = 
c U*(a), WI, and A’ofk([f, UB( b)]) = [f, UBf( k( b))]. If h : 
homomorphism of structured sketches, then ho 
analogously. It is then obvious that ‘“-of_” is a functor a 
full subcategories A’@ B -j Ato + A” are natural, so we can regard this structure 
as a lifting of _of_ to a functor from 9% X 9A to 5%. 0 
3.16. Examples. (i) For an Obj-structured sketch At : Obj+ 1+ + A” one has that 
or B + 1 depending on whether 2? has a terminal object or 
not. If obj goes to a0 in A, then, in either case, there is an injective sketch 
homomorphism 
given by j,(b) = [ ao, b] and j,(g) = [ &(a,), g], which is natural with respect to 
homomorphisms of -structured sketches for ’ and sketch homomorphisms for 
is a homomorphism of -structured sketches or if k : 
is a sketch homomorphism, then the following two diagrams commute: 
A;ofB 
hofB @ Aiof 
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(ii) For any At one has A?ofQbj = A?of(Obj+ 1) = A = IAI, and their structured 
form is isomorphic to At itself. Here, IAl d*+notes the underlying sketch of the 
structured sketch At. 
(iii) In general, if B does not have a terminal object 1, then Ato 
Thus, we could just as well add 1 to the graph of B without changing 
but it is sometimes convenient o allow sketches that do not have a terminal object. 
(iv) Let Objt denote the structured sketch Obj + I+ 0 + l+ 1. Then Obj’ofB is 
either B or B+ 1 depending on whether B has a terminal object or not. 
(v) Example 2.8 for NatofSe is a case where one does not have an Obj-structured 
sketch. The conditions of fullness demand that the structure of Nat be given by 
Nat t : Nat + Nat + 1, and hence one has that Nat*ofSe = Nat @Se. This explains the 
degenerate nature of this example. 
3.17. Themem. ‘T;here is a bijunctor @ : 3% x 3% + 9% such that 
(i) (%a, 0, Obj’) is a monoidal category; 
(ii) of_ : 9% x %t+ 9% is a faithful operation of this monoidal 
Le., there is a natural isomo;?hism k+of( B+ofC) = (AtO B*)ofC; 
category on 93, 
(iii) (@egcPtr, 0, Objt) is a monoidal subcategory of (9%, 0, Obj’). 
Proof. If there is such a tensor product, then the isomorphisms 
‘0 B’l= (A*@ B+)ofObj = Atof( B+ofObj) = A’ofB 
show that it is given by a suitable structuring of A+ofB. This structuring is given by 
“69 B’+ A*ofB + A” v t (JA”, B”). Here the first injection is the composition A’@ 
ofB. The second is described as follows: (J,4”, B’) is the full sub- 
delermined by all objects of the form [a, b”] where a = 1 A or a E A” 
“: A” v 1 (JA’, B”) denotes the disjoint union of A’ and (JA”, B”) 
with the respective terminal objects fA and [ 1 A, 18] identified. The map 
A’ v 1 (S-A’, B”) -, AtofB is induced by the inclusion of (JA”, B”) in A’ofB and the 
map of’ A” into A’ofB described in Example 3.14(iii). A picture of At@ Bt looks 
as shown in Fig. 8. Again, only the different regions of objects are shown. The heavy 
A’@ B' 
Fig. 8. 
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lines represent he objects identified with the terminal o 
*oX’) is isomorphic to ( 
[lA, lB]. The proof 
)ofC can be gi by checking ihat the 
categories of moG?s are the same. th kinds of models r-respond to suitable 
‘functors of ihree variables’ M : A whit s at least that the 
algebraic theories generated by these sketches are isomorp - Alternatively, a brute 
force calculation of equivalence classes shows that rh es themselves are 
isomorphic. This is guided by the picture in Fig. 9 of this le structure. On the 
small coordinate axes in the various regions, a “y” me hat limit cones are 
retained in that direction, while an “n” means that they 
fi’of4B’ofC) = UP@ OfC 
Fig. 4. 
Next we want to show that 3% opt rates faithfully on 544. This means here that 
i are structured sketches with a given isomorphism 
is a natural isomorphism ZofC such that the diagram 
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2 such that the diagram 
or, given these data, first evaluate 
shows that tllere is an isomorph- 
commutes. Next, evaluate the isomorphism !P= for C = . . It is easily checked 
oks like two copies of A glued together along the full 
A v A. Thus there is an isomorphism h2 : Al v Al = 
= A2 v A2. By the naturality of !P, there is a 
commutative diagram 
h+h 
A,+A,-------,A2iA2 
A,vA, h “AzvA, 2 
where ki denotes the obvious homomorphism from Ai + Ai to Ai v Ai. NOW if a E Al, 
then let a, and a2 denote the copies of a in the two summands of Al + Al. Then, 
aeAg iff k,(a,)=k,(a,) iff k2(h(a,))=k2(h(a2)) iff h(a)cA:. A similar argument 
for arrows shows that h( k 7) = A,“, so h is an isomorphism of structured sketches. 
Finally, we must show that (%~, 0, bj*) is a monoidal category. This means 
that 0 is associative with Objt as left an right unit (up to coherent isomorphisms). 
Observe frrst that, for any structured sketch A+, there is an isomorphism A’@ 
( ) z ’ such that for any C the diagram 
commutes. Hence, ‘, by faithfulness. Similarly, 
is a two-sided unit for ame way, there is an isomo 
‘) compatible with the string of isomorphisms: 
oherence is handled similarly. 
and hence the tensor product 
-structured sketch. 0 
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ote. Example 2.8 shows that need not be isomorphic to even if both 
are defined, from which it follows that + need not be isomorphic to 
Hence, (Z&B, 0, +) is not symmetric 
osition. (i) For any structured sket there is an injective 
sketch homomorphism m : inducing 
A”, A’@B), w rn# is the Zeft adjoint to m*. 
structured and has a terminal o6ject, then these specialize to 
and 4+ofB = m#(A”, B). 
Proof. Here, as always, AtofB is the initial object of A?.&( ) and A’@ B that 
of dh?(A’@B). The wedge v 1 denotes the coproduct (disjoint union) of sketches 
with terminal objects identified. The homomorphism m is induced by the two 
inclusions of full subsketches A’@B+ A’o t- A”. Clearly, for any two sketches c 
and D with terminal objects, 
Aud(C VI D)-&d(C)xAhq 
so m, has the indicated codomain. Finally, left adjoints preserve initial objects so 
AtofB has the indicated expression. 0 
roblem. Find conditions on At and/or so that m# is persistent (cf. [6]). 
3.19. Example. As a last example we want to look at 
Se+of( Se+ofFdat) = (Se+ @ Se+)ofNat. 
We will illustrate the initial model Seof SeofNat. The initial model SeofNat is shown 
in Example 2.6. SeofSeofNat is given by a model , spi?!w-1, so 
its basic structure consists of four layers like the first diagram in Example 2.6, except 
that the value of at s need not have a 1 at the left, and does not have to preserve 
products (see Fi 0). These four diagrams should be viewed as layers in a three 
dimensional diagram. (Note that the plane parallel to the page illustrates 
e subscript f omitted from P (the powerset functor) 
(d x s) is just t labeled. The top 
layer is exactly SeofNat and 
function in M(s), inserth : P( N x P( 
), SO inSeIth({Xi, Xi}) = {{Xi} V }, which is ‘apply insert to all’. On the 
other hand, there is also a vertical ‘insert’ function from 
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M(d) 
I i 
Mtdxs) 
insert" 
*r 
M(s) 
1 
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7 NxP(N) , 
+ lxP(l) P( 1) x P2( 1) i= = 
I// 4 
1 xP( IbP( 
Al 
lxP(l)) 
l- I ‘(N) x P*(N) : NW(N)xP(NxP(N)) - NyP!N) 
, 
P(Nx P(N)) - 
I. 
Fig. 10. 
component for P(N) x P’(N) is the function 
ixert, : P( TV) X P’( IV) + P2( N) 
taking a pair (X0, I rC,}) consisting of a subset X,c N and a family of subsets 
{Xi} E P’( IV) to the new family given by adding X0 to the old family; i.e., 
insert,(XO,{Xi})={Xo}U{Xi}. 
As usual, one guesses this structure for SeofSeofNat as a generalization of the 
procedure for constructing the left adjoint in Example 2.4, and then one verifies 
that it m n3 in fact the initial model. It would be rice to know when a knowledge of 
(J~~j)#:~glT"JtlOd( cient to determine (j& : Abd( 
all Example 2.8 shows that the answer wi!l ,leed some care. 
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ategorica 
The constructions of A&( ) and h*: A?&( 
a functor A&(_)” : Stop + %hW. It is a functor since if k : 
On the other hand, if we use instead the left adjoints h, : 
this determines a pseudofunctor A?&(-), : St+ %kW. The ‘pseudo’ prefix means 
that (kh)# is naturally isomorphic to k, h, by coherent isomorphisms. In either 
case, such a functor or pseudofunctor determines an associated fibred category over 
544 by the Grothendieck construction (cf. [ 11,121). We recall this construction for 
the second case. 
Let F : % + %dY be a pseudofunctor with coherent isomorphisms cch : F( kh) + 
F(k) F( h). Then & denotes the category whose objects are pairs (C, c) where C 7 % 
and c E F(C). Morphisms are pairs (h, a): (C, c) + (D, d), where h : C + D in Z 
and a:F(h)(c)+d in F(D). Composition is given by (k,p)o(h,a)= 
(kh, P O F(k)( ) a! 0 c$). Coherence is just what is needed to show that this composi- 
tion is associative. PF : Z!fF + % is the functor given by PF( C, c) = C and PF( h, a) = h. 
There is an important aspect of this construction that we need here. Consider a 
diagram as shown in Fig. 11, where F and G are pseudofunctors, A4 is a functor 
Fig. 11. 
and 4 : F + GM is a pseudonatural transformation of pseudofunctors. This means 
that if, in Ce, h : C + 0, then there is a natural isomorphism & : GM(h) 0 &- + 
&o F(h) such that if k:D+E, then 
b(C;d O 4&h = 4,3(h) O GM(k)& O &d,M(hP 
(These equations can be ignored nearly always.) This structure determines a map 
of fibred categories; i.e., a commutative diagram of functors 
where %+(C, c)=( (C), &(c)). This makes sense since &- : F(C)+ G 
functor, so &-(c) E G( M( C)). Also &,( h, 
We want to apply this construction to t d(-)# from 9% to 
%‘&7 given by Juod(_)#( 
this notation, except for h,, from now on, and we write % for %‘.bd(_). An object 
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of S$ is a pair (A, M) where A E 914 is a sketch and M E &a!( ) is a model of 
Thus, 8 has as objects all models of all sketches. A morphism of % is a pair 
(h, a): momorphism of sketches and 
Q! : h,( If h = id, then h, = id, so 
and Q! : M + N is just an ordinary homomorphism of models, so %’ contains all 
ordinary homomorphisms. However, it contains extra homomorphisms between 
models of different sketches, mediated by sketch homomorphisms. If h : A + B is a 
sketch homomorphism, then, by adjointness, a homomorphism of -models of the 
form Q! : h,(M) + N corresponds to a unique homomorphism of A-models cu’: M + 
h*(N). Now, h*(N) is just the composition N 0 h, so h*(N) is the A-model in 
which an operation o : a1 x l A is taken by h to the operation 
h(w): h(a,) x0 . l x h(a,) + h(a) in B and then by N to the function 
NV(o)) : N(W)) x l l l X N(h(a,))+ N(h(a)) in 9?X This can be regarded as 
re-interpreting the operations of A as operations in B and then applying the ,rJodel 
N. Therefore, 8 consists of all models of all sketches and all homomorphisms oj 
r-e-interpreted models. The functor P = PAO,,(_, : 8 + 5% is given by P(A, M) = and 
P(h,a)=h. 
We now want to describe how the construction A%fB leads to a map from the 
fibration P to itself. For this purpose we will only deal with Obj-structured sketches 
(cf. Definition 3.11, Examples 3.12,3.14, and 3.16). In particular, the second diagram 
in Example 3.16(i) implies that, for any sketch homomorphism k : B + C and any 
bj-structured sketch A’, there is a commutative diagram of functors as shown in 
Fig. 12(a). The corresponding diagram of left adjoints shown in Fig. 12(b) commutes 
/rod(B) ’ 
k” 
ffod (0 
(jB )* I I <j c >* 
lYod(A’ofB) - 
(A’ofk)* 
/rodWofC) 
/Vmt(A’ofB) - 
(A’ofk), 
lmd(A’ofC) 
(W 
Fig. 12. 
up to a natural is0 ism (j,), which gives (j_), : JtCod(_) + &d( 
structure of a pseudonatural transformation (cf. [I 11). Thus we have a diagram as 
shown in Fig. I3 like that at the beginning of this section, which gives rise to a 
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c&-responding map of fibred categories 
where we write Pi,, instead of P’rc_) and we define Atof_ to be the functor %‘+ 
where & = (j_ j# . Thus, for any object ( ) of 6 
A?ofM), 
where AtofM = (j&J M); i.e., is the ‘free’ Ato model generated by M. 
In particular, if B is the initial object of &a!( ), then A’ofB is the initial object 
of &ll(A?ofB) in accordance with our conventions in Section 2 and Proposi;ion 
3.18. 
Fig. 13. 
4.1. Definition. For At in O&$&, the endomorphism (Atof_, Atof_) of Phd is 
called the data type constructor determined by ‘, written %f4 
4.2. Theorem. Data type constructors determine a bihomomorphism 
Discussion: A bihomomorphism means a kind of ‘homomorphism of monoids’. 
Each At E 06&j% determines an endomorphism of the fibration PAbd : % + 9% as 
above. If one takes two bj-structured sketches ’ and considers the 
compositiun of these twzl endomorphisms, one gets a diagram as shown in Fig. 14 
14. 
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in which the bottom and top triangles commute up to natural isomorphisms. If we 
view the objects of O&V&~ with the operation 0 as a monoid and similarly view 
the endomorphisms of P JIbd as a monoid, then the function taking + to 
(&of_, ‘of,) is a ‘homomorphism of monoids’. 
The technical details that distinguish such a homomorphism from a bihomomorph- 
ism are rather involved and require an excursion into the theory of 2-categories. 
For information, see [3,12,16]. 
The fibration %’ hd(_) is the simplest example of an institution in the sense of [24]. 
Since institutions are contravariant set-valued functors, they determine similar 
fibrations with additional structure corresponding to the additional structure of 
institutions. The appropriate generalization of the theory treated here is to consider 
a 2-monoid of ‘ConstruCtors’ acting on an institution via a bihomomorphism as in 
this example. 
In a subsequent paper, it will be shown how operations in At correspond to 
natural transformations between functors between suitable fibrations. Such natural 
transformations are a reasonable candidate for a categorical translation of the notion 
of polymorphic operations. This too should generalize to the situation of institutions. 
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